
Slow Cooker Enchilada Pasta

(Note: this document is for members of the Facebook Group, Meal Planning & Freezer Meals.
 Please do not share outside the group, but feel free to invite friends who would be interested
in meal planning!)

Link to original recipe: http://slowcookergourmet.net/slow-cooker-enchilada-pasta/

How to make ahead and freeze:

Add all ingredients except pasta into gallon sized freezer bag.  Remove as much air as
possible and seal.  Store in fridge for up to 2 days or freezer for up to 3 months.  This recipe
serves about 4 people, but can easily be doubled to feed more, or split between two smaller
freezer bags to feed 2 as two separate meals!

Tip for freezing cream cheese - Cut into smaller cubes before adding to freezer bag

Tips for making it healthier or for using less processed ingredients:

1. Making up black beans in the slow cooker is easy!  You can make up a huge batch and
then freeze them in individual baggies to use in all your recipes.  Here’s a link to a blog
post I did about how to make them.  Just simply stop before mashing them so that you
have whole beans instead of “refried”.  http://slowcookergourmet.net/slow-cooker-
refried-black-beans-with-roasted-garlic/

2. I don’t have much advice in the area of canning, so if you do, jump in and post in the
group!  If you grow and can your own tomatoes, you could easily use them instead of
store bought.  OR this recipe would work as well with grape tomatoes cut in half
(probably around 2 cups) and I’d probably increase the liquid by about 1/4 cup.  I’ve
been able to freeze fresh grape tomatoes with good results.

3. I LOVE making my own enchilada sauce.  There are many store bought options that
may be a little “healthier” as well, just make sure to read the labels.  I love the version
from Trader Joe’s.  But, I find it pretty easy to make up a large batch in my slow cooker
and it freezes well.  It makes me happy to be able to pull my own homemade enchilada
sauce out of the freezer to use anytime (easy to thaw as well!) and it tastes SO good!
 Plus, when you make it, you control the ingredients.  A great option if you need to be
gluten-free.  Just make sure to read all he spice labels to check for hidden gluten.
 Here is the version I like to make:  http://slowcookergourmet.net/slow-cooker-ancho-
chili-enchilada-sauce/

4. Don’t want the pasta?  No big deal!  Sub it out for quinoa instead (about 1 cup)!  A
bonus is the extra protein that comes from quinoa which makes it a great choice!

5. Need it to be dairy free?  There are many vegan cream cheese options, or you could
leave it out completely and just add a little extra sauce or a few extra tomatoes.

I hope you find these tips helpful!  Make sure to head over to the group and post about
making this or other recipes this week!!!
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